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Singapore is a renowned tourist spot and is flocked by thousands of travelers every year who come
to this part of the world to experience the magnificence and grandeur of this exotic country. A
holiday to Singapore is noted for the delights it brings in the form of beguiling beaches, exotic food,
pleasant climate, tempting shopping destinations, fast paced metropolitan life and an infectiously
charming culture. Under tour package for Singapore, you can avail all the facilities and experience a
very heart-lifting holiday at a very affordable price.

Here is a sneak peek into the amazing world of Singapore:

Sensual delights of Sentosa Island: Though Singapore is made of a number of attractive islands,
Sentosa Island stands out as the prime example of natural splendor coupled with man-made
wonders. While the beaches of this island are breath-taking, to say the least, the monumental glory
of the Statue of Merlion is unprecedentedly high. Statue of Merlion depicts a figure with half the
body of a lion and half that of a fish. It is a popular tourist spot and one of the symbolic strengths of
the country. Sentosa Island also throws you into the alleys of history as you explore the towns, the
quaint villages and the museums.

Beaming at beaches: Singapore holiday guarantees a memorable rendezvous with some of the
most exotic beaches in the world! Sitting under the tickling sky looking down at you from the azure
skies, you can beam at the warm sea that will throw its arms in an inviting gesture.  Tour package
for Singapore offers all the beach delights including aqua sports, drinks and exploration.

Wildlife sojourn: Safari and wildlife are synonymous to a Singapore holiday. You cannot escape the
chills and thrills accompanied by visits to the jungles, forests and parks. Singapore Zoo and the
Jurong Bird Sanctuary are particularly famous. They do throw up a whole wide world of exotic birds
and animals which can be observed from a close range. But the real thrill lies in that daring night
safaris which take you into the denseness of the untamed jungles where some mighty beasts roam
about uninhibitedly.

Other delights: Singapore tour is a shopperâ€™s delight as the country is prominent for its markets and
malls. Besides, the food and culture are very interesting; the people are hospitable and the
panoramic beauty of surroundings is soothing.
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Ajay Kumar - About Author:
Hungry Bags is a renowned travel agency that excels in tour-related services. It can offer you
pocket-friendly a Singapore holiday packages, a Holiday to Singapore packages and exclusive a
tour package for Singapore. Its reliability and authenticity can be vouched for! 
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